The first implementation of a recently introduced method based on the extraction of the coordination dependence of surface bond-energy variations ͑CBEV͒ from density-functional theory ͑DFT͒ computed puremetal surface-energy anisotropy is reported. In particular, polynomial functions fitted to DFT data computed previously for Pt, Pd, and Rh are used as input energetics for statistical-mechanical computations of Pt-Pd 923-atom cuboctahedron-cluster compositional structures ͑and Pt-Rh͑111͒ as a test case͒ using the free-energy concentration expansion method ͑FCEM͒. The major findings concern the roles of preferential strengthening of intrasurface and surface-subsurface interlayer bonds leading to quite unique segregation characteristics: ͑i͒ strong Pt segregation at certain ͑111͒ surface sites of the Pt-Pd clusters, accompanied, at relatively high overall Pt composition, by weaker Pt segregation forming Pt-Pd ordered ͑100͒ structure, whereas Pd segregates mainly at the edge and vertex sites; ͑ii͒ dominant Pd subsurface segregation. The high computation efficiency of the CBEV/FCEM approach allows the determination of the complete temperature dependence of atomic-exchange processes among surface sites, as well as between subsurface and deeper sites, reflected in the corresponding configurational heat-capacity curves. Compared to other approaches, the high transparency of this method helps to elucidate the origin of the distinct bond-energy-variation effects on site-specific segregation in alloy nanoclusters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Considerable efforts have been made to model compositional and geometrical structures specific to alloy nanoclusters compared to the corresponding bulk alloys, with emphasis on the outer surface shell. 1 These theoreticalcomputational studies are motivated by the relevance of chemical and physical properties, which depend on the cluster structure and size, for applications in catalysis, magnetic media, or electronic devices. Pt-Pd and Pt-Rh modeled in this work are widely used as catalysts in the detoxication of car exhaust gases. Limitations of current experimental characterization techniques make modeling almost the only tool to obtain atomic-scale geometrical and compositional information concerning nanosized alloy clusters. Several approaches that differ in the level of accuracy and efficiency have been reported in the literature. 1 In particular, as far as energetics are concerned, the currently most common methods are based either on the density-functional theory ͑DFT͒ or on empirical ͑or semiempirical͒ many-body potentials ͑EP͒ such as the second moment approximation to the tightbinding theory ͑TB-SMA͒, or preferably, on a combination of both. 2 The former can be of high accuracy but the rather time consuming computations limit their practical applicability to relatively small size alloy clusters. For the study of medium or large clusters the generally less accurate ͑but computationally much more efficient͒ EP methods have been often used. For the exploration of cluster properties at finite temperatures, the interatomic energetics has to be combined with thermodynamic/statistical-mechanical formalism or computer simulations. Employing statistical-mechanical explicit expressions for the alloy free energy has certain advantages. In particular, the free-energy concentration expansion method ͑FCEM͒, which takes into account short-range order ͑SRO͒ ͑Ref. 3͒ in a system of equilibrated atom-exchanging clusters, has proven to be highly efficient in computation of site-specific concentrations ͑obtainable by F minimization͒ vs overall composition, temperature and cluster size, 4 as compared to Monte Carlo simulations, for example.
Our first attempts to go beyond simple empirical energetics as input in the FCEM for the study of alloy nanoclusters incorporated 4, 5 elemental bond energies and their surfaceinduced variations as obtained by means of the Naval Research Laboratory-tight-binding method ͑NRL-TB͒. 6 However, it appears that quantitative evaluation of the role of elemental bond-energy variations in surface segregation in bulk alloys and alloy clusters necessitates more reliable energetics. Therefore, we introduced most recently another approach to the issue of near-surface interatomic bonding. 7 Our aim was to develop a DFT-based method of high efficiency, namely, to retain a reasonable accuracy in relatively fast computations of medium-and large-cluster compositional structures. The idea was to derive a procedure for extracting the coordination dependence of intrasurface and surfacesubsurface pair-bond-energy variations ͑CBEV͒ from DFTcomputed surface-energy anisotropy.
The paper is organized as follows. After describing briefly the introduced method, the results computed for Pt-Pd 923-atom clusters are divided between surface and subsurface segregation effects. Pd clusters of this size were predicted to have the cuboctahedron ͑Oh͒ shape. 8 Computational vs experimental data for segregation in Pt 0.25 Pd 0.75 ͑111͒ are given as a test case. The discussion deals with the origins of the two respective driving forces in the context of bond-energy variations involving the two outer shells and assesses previous theoretical and experimental studies of the Pt-Pd system. A summary of the research results and prospects concludes the article.
II. METHODOLOGY
The surface energy can be written in terms of nearestneighbor ͑NN͒ pair-bond-energy variations, ␦w mn , relative to the reference bulk value, w b , and the number of broken bonds ⌬Z m around site m, as 5, 7 
where ␥ m denotes the "m-site tension." Polynomial functions are fitted to DFT-computed E s data of the pure metals, thus furnishing the bond-energy variations. In particular, for an m − n bond with ⌬Z m and ⌬Z n NN broken bonds at the m and n sites, the variation ␦w mn , is considered as a function of two bond-coordination variables, namely, a "symmetric" one, x mn = ⌬Z m + ⌬Z n , taking into account the total number of broken bonds and an "antisymmetric" variable, y mn = ⌬Z m − ⌬Z n . The latter takes into account possible nonequivalency of the two sites corresponding mostly to surface-subsurface interlayer contributions. In our previous study, 7 six DFTcomputed surface energies 9 for each of the Pt, Pd, and Rh metals were mapped into arrays of six coefficients of polynomials of sequentially ascending powers of the coordination variables,
In this way, the energy variations are treated as coordinationdependent functions rather than numerical values. This approach helps to circumvent transferability problems, namely, the need to repeat fitting of interactions for every specific surface geometry. It can be noted that in the present approach, any preliminary assumptions concerning bond variations are absent and the polynomial function is chosen due to its generality and simplicity. Furthermore, odd powers of y mn are omitted because of symmetry considerations ͑␦w mn = ␦w nm ͒.
The derived bond-energy variation is added to the bulk value to give the intrasurface or the surface-subsurface pairbond energies, w mn = w b + ␦w mn , which are fully compatible with the FCEM. The new approach is particularly valid when the mixing energy, related to the effective heteroatomic interaction between constituents I and J, V = 1 2 ͑w II + w JJ −2w IJ ͒, is relatively small or nearly independent of coordination. Since this parameter and the atomic-size mismatch are small for both alloys ͑8 and 9 meV and ϳ3% and ϳ1% for Pt-Rh and Pt-Pd, respectively͒, segregation effects of elemental bond-energy variations alone are anticipated.
It should be noted that experimental cohesive energies have been quite often used as bulk energies, E b ͑ =6w b in fcc metals͒ in semiempirical or empirical modeling of properties of transition metals and their alloys ͓e.g., in TB-SMA ͑Ref. 10 and 11͔͒, thus neglecting the free-atom spin-polarization and promotion energy contributions. 12, 13 The importance of employing corrected cohesive energies for avoiding erroneous results was demonstrated recently for Pt and Rh in Pt-Rh clusters.
14 The corrections for Pd and Pt are shown in Fig. 1 together with Pd bulk-energy values calculated directly using DFT methods. 15, 16 The latter agree quite well with the corrected value, all deviating significantly from the experimental cohesive energies.
The derived surface-subsurface interlayer as well as intrasurface bond-energy variations exhibit the expected general tendency to increase for lower coordinations ͑Fig. 2͒. In spite of the overall similar shape of the ␦w mn curves obtained for the two metals, there are certain differences which, as described below, can lead to remarkable compositional- structure phenomena. While the above variations were derived for plane surfaces with overall numbers of missing bonds per pair, x, up to 10, for the case of nanoclusters energy variations in lower-coordinated bonds are often needed. For this, the coefficients of the polynomial were also fitted 7 to DFT-computed energies of small Pd and Pt clusters 17, 18 ͑dimer, triangle, tetrahedron, and octahedron, see inset of Fig. 2͒ .
III. RESULTS
The elemental bond-energy variations are implemented in CBEV/FCEM computations of 923-atom Pt-Pd Oh clusters having different overall compositions for a wide range of temperatures. These variations have significant effects on the surface as well as the subsurface segregation driving forces, namely, to a large extent they determine the surface compositional structure and the near-surface site-specific composition profiles.
A. Surface compositional structures
CBEV effects on the low-temperature segregation are introduced first for Pt-dilute clusters, such as Pt 1 Pd 922 up to Pt 24 Pd 899 . Quite surprisingly, at certain surface sites, segregation of platinum is predicted, whereas generally Pd is the segregating element in Pt-Pd bulk alloys, in accordance with the Pd lower surface energies. 9 In particular, sites no. 32 at the corners of the Oh ͑111͒ faces are exclusively populated by Pt ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒. This segregation reversal is attributed to a significant strengthening of particular Pt-Pt surface bonds compared to Pd-Pd bonding that makes occupation of these surface sites by Pt energetically advantageous, as is further discussed quantitatively below. With increased overall Pt content beyond 24 atoms, distinct sites are gradually populated. In clusters with 25-117 Pt atoms, an L1 2 -type order arises in the 309-atom cuboctahedral inner core, followed by population of sites no. 30 ͑and more core sites͒ between 118 and 195 Pt atoms ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒. Then other inner sites are occupied by Pt and from Pt 271 Pd 662 the cluster surface starts again to be populated by Pt ͓at ͑100͒ alternate sites͔, until for Pt 357 Pd 566 another centrosymmetrically ordered compositional structure forms ͓Fig. 3͑c͔͒. It consists of five shells, ͑Pd+ Pt͒ surf -Pd-Pt-͑Pd+ Pt͒-Pt-Pd, surrounding a central Pt atom ͑compared, for example, to a 3-shell Pd surf -Pt-Pd structure predicted by the TB-SMA for the Pd 56 Pt 42 Leary tetrahedron 19 ͒. Raising the temperature results in a rich pattern of site exchange surface processes. Their full temperature dependence ͓for the latter cluster, Fig. 4͑a͔͒ reveals the corresponding sites and reflects the relative stability of the lowtemperature-segregated sites. Thus, a rather sharp Pt-Pd disordering transition involves the ͑100͒ sites at about 100 K, whereas exchange between the more stable Pt-segregated sites no. 30 and the Pd-segregated sites no. 29 at ͑111͒ spreads over a much wider temperature range. Exchange between the even more stable Pt-segregated site no. 32 and edge sites decorated by Pd alone starts at higher temperatures. The thermally most stable sites are clearly the Pdoccupied low-coordinated vertices, exhibiting a delayed exchange with ͑111͒ sites. The segregation energetics pertinent to the ͑100͒ and particularly to the ͑111͒ sites are discussed below in terms of site-specific preferential bond strengthening. Given the computed site concentrations as function of temperature, the configurational heat capacity associated with the diverse heat-consuming processes can be readily computed, as we reported for other alloy nanoclusters. 20 Three distinct Schottky-type peaks can be noted in Fig. 4͑b͒ : a relatively broad one with maximum at about 500 K corresponds to the ͑111͒ site exchange processes spreading over quite a wide range of temperatures, a central sharp peak at about 100 K that corresponds to the less energetic ͑100͒ site exchange, and a least energetic very sharp peak at about 30 K due to Pt-Pd transition involving inner-core sites. The appearance of the second peak at higher temperature seems to reflect a combination of the strengthened bonds at the ͑100͒ face, compared to the core bond energy, with contributions from the exothermic Pd-Pt ordering tendency, involving also the Pd-rich subsurface ͑discussed below͒. It can be noted that experimental measurements of such cluster caloric curves ͑if possible͒ could confirm the theoretical predictions concerning the nature of exchange processes occurring in the cluster. Possible disagreements might indicate kinetic limitations ͑es- pecially at low temperatures͒ or the need to improve the modeling. In the absence of computations, only tentative assignments of the peaks can be made on the basis of the underlying relative energetics ͑peak temperatures͒ and their height and width.
B. Surface-subsurface composition profiles
While intralayer bond-energy variations play a major role in the site-specific compositional structure of the Pt-Pd cluster surface, the near-surface composition profile is expected to be affected mainly by bond-energy variations between surface and subsurface atoms. Experimental measurement of atomic-scale layer-by-layer compositions is tedious even for flat surfaces and is limited to very few dedicated techniques, thus making such computations quite essential, especially for clusters. This section starts with presenting computation results of average shell compositions for Pt 357 Pd 566 , followed by computations for a ͑100͒-face site-specific profile that is compared to Pt 0.25 Rh 0.75 ͑111͒. As a test case, the latter profile is compared to a reliable experimental profile reported in the literature. 21 Figure 5 shows the three outer-shell average compositions as a function of temperature. Relative to a very weak Pdsurface segregation, its segregation at the subsurface is dominant and prevails also in clusters having other overall compositions. The Pd-rich subsurface shell exchanges Pt atoms coming from the Pt-rich third shell underneath with increasing temperature, whereas the slightly Pd-segregated surface ͑average composition͒ remains nearly unchanged. The latter feature is consistent with exchange processes occurring among surface sites ͓see Fig. 4͑a͔͒ and no desegregation to the cluster core. The subsurface third-shell exchange processes contribute to the high-temperature broad Schottky peak ͓Fig. 4͑b͔͒. Example of a site-specific profile is given for site no. 24 at the center of the cluster ͑100͒ face ͑Fig. 6͒. The results for 140 K clearly exhibit quite a unique segregation profile with pure-Pd subsurface, followed by a strongly Pd-depleted third layer and relatively more moderate compositional oscillations in the next four shells, which are associated with the ordering tendency of this alloy. The Pd concentrations of the three last shells are below its overall composition due to the limited content of Pd atoms in the cluster ͑compared to the practically infinite reservoir in case of bulk alloy surface segregation͒. The 1300 K profile shows significant entropic mixing among the shells and it is instructive to compare it with the Pt 0.25 Rh 0.75 ͑111͒ profile given in Fig. 7 . In particular, unlike the Pt-Pd case, in Pt-Rh the subsurface is strongly depleted in the surface segregating element ͑Pt͒ resulting in a surface-subsurface oscillatory profile. As discussed in detail below, this distinct behavior demonstrates once again the important role of near-surface bondenergy variations. The CBEV/FCEM computations for Pt 0.25 Rh 0.75 ͑111͒ are in very good agreement with reported experimental data of the highly sensitive middle energy ion scattering ͑MEIS͒ method 21 ͑Fig. 7͒. Their accuracy is further proven by the close similarity to predictions based on the cluster expansion technique in conjunction with DFT.
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IV. DISCUSSION
The computed results distinctly highlight the role of preferential strengthening of surface bonds in inducing remarkable segregation phenomena at the surfaces and subsurfaces of alloy nanoclusters in particular. Generally, when intrasurface or surface-subsurface bonds of one element get significantly stronger than the other element bonding, the former element can enrich the corresponding surface or subsurface. Thus, the CBEV/FCEM results shown above for the Pt-Pd cluster can be understood in a straightforward way by analyzing such differences ͓based on Eq. ͑1͔͒ as estimation of the segregation driving force to an outer-surface site m,
and to a fully coordinated subsurface site,
where 
͑5͒
As shown in the following, for both cases the origins of the CBEV/FCEM-computed segregation effects can be elucidated via the ⌬
Pd-Pt
͑␥ m ͒ signs. In particular, the balance of the two contributions to the surface segregation driving force ͓Eq. ͑3͔͒, namely, the bond-variation-related first term and the usual bond-breaking second term, determines the segregation tendency, namely, Pd or Pt segregation. Thus, highcoordination sites adjacent to several low-coordinated sites might exhibit segregation reversal, provided the preferential strengthening is strong enough. For subsurface segregation, only the bond-variation first term prevails ͓Eq. ͑4͔͒.
A. Role of intrasurface bonding variations
The strengthening of intrasurface surface bond energies is systematically larger for Pt compared to Pd ͓Fig. 8͑a͔͒ and hence ␥ m Pt is lowered more significantly, especially for sites no. 30 and no. 32 with edge-͑111͒ bonds ͓see Fig. 3͑b͔͒ . Applying Eq. ͑3͒ to these sites shows that the value of the term involving ⌬ Since site no. 32 has twice more edge-͑111͒ bonds ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒, the Pt-segregation driving force is significantly larger ͑Table I͒, in agreement with the relatively delayed Pt depopulation of this site with increasing temperature ͓see Fig. 4͑a͔͒ . It should be noted that unlike the common tendency, the most energetically favorable face for Pt segregation is the closed packed ͑111͒ face, and not the more open ͑100͒ ͑see Figs. 3 and 4͒. This "anomaly" is related to the unique driving force in the present case, namely, the preferential strengthening of surface bonds. Although the strengthening magnitude is predicted to be the same, e.g., for ͑100͒-͑100͒ and ͑111͒-edge ͓Fig. 8͑a͔͒, the overall larger number of bonds in the more dense ͑111͒ face still renders it energetically favorable. Regarding site no. 29, the smaller relative variation in ͑111͒-͑111͒ bonding, ⌬ Pd-Pt ͑␦w mn ͒ ͓Fig. 8͑a͔͒, keeps ⌬ Pd-Pt ͑␥ m=29 ͒ negative ͑Table I͒, i.e., Pd is expected to segregate to this site. Since V in this system is very small, the heteroatomic Pt-Pd bond energies are close to the average of the corresponding Pt-Pt and Pd-Pd bond energies, as are their variations at the surface ͉␦w hold also for this bonding that is stabilized at the surface ͑e.g., Fig. 3͒ .
This cluster system has been studied previously using different modeling approaches but usually no segregation reversal to Pt was reported. At least, part of the exclusive Pdsegregation predictions seem to be associated with the use of uncorrected cohesive energies for fitting of parameters in empirical or semiempirical potentials. For example, this was done in a simplistic bond order simulation ͑BOS͒ modeling 24 and in a recent advanced study of 38-atom Pd-Pt clusters that used the Gupta potential based on the TB-SMA combined with DFT ͑Ref. 25͒ ͑although in the latter case the small cluster size may partially account for the difference in the predicted segregation tendency͒. Similarly, TB-SMA was used to study a variety of other Pd-Pt clusters exhibiting Pd segregation. 19, 26 Regarding the discrepancy in the predicted segregation tendency, we performed further computations that ignore the estimated corrections of 2.76 and 1.44 eV to the respective Pd and Pt experimental cohesive energies ͑see Fig. 1͒ . This leads to a larger ⌬ Pd-Pt ͑w b ͒ contribution resulting ͓via Eq. ͑3͔͒ in Pd segregation at all surface sites. In a recent EP/molecular dynamics ͑MD͒ study, the segregation tendency to the surfaces of supported nanoparticles was predicted to be dependent on their overall composition and size. 27 It should be recalled that in spite of the present prediction ͑using correct bulk energies͒ of distinct Pt segregation at certain surface sites, the average surface composition of Pd ͑for non-Pt-dilute clusters͒ is still slightly above the cluster overall composition and together with the subsurface shell strong Pd enrichment, it signifies overall Pd segregation, which seems to be in agreement with the lower surface energies of this metal. 
B. Role of surface-subsurface bonding variations
The composition of the subsurface in this alloy system is determined primarily by preferential variations in the surface-subsurface bonding ͑and to a lesser extent by the small mixing tendency expressed by V͒. Opposite to the intrasurface case ͓Fig. 8͑a͔͒, the interlayer bond-energy variations are systematically larger in Pd compared to Pt ͓Fig. 8͑b͔͒, leading to Pd enrichment in all the subsurface sites ͑see Fig. 5͒ . The basic energetics for the cluster ͑100͒ central site ͓no. 24, Fig. 3͑c͔͒ , derived by using the CBEV data in Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑4͒, are summarized in Table II ͑upper part͒. Clearly, the driving force for Pd segregation ͓⌬
Pd-Pt
͑␥ m ͔͒ is much larger for the subsurface site in accordance with the FCEM-computed profiles ͑Fig. 6͒. The entirely different profile obtained for Pt-Rh ͑111͒ ͑Fig. 7͒ is due to Rh having considerably stronger interlayer bond-energy variations compared to Pt ͓Fig. 8͑b͔͒. Consequently, Rh segregates to the subsurface, while Pt, due to its lower bulk bond energy ͑and preferential strengthening of its intrasurface bonds͒ segregates to the surface layer, resulting in a strongly oscillatory Different near-surface profiles were reported before for Pt-Pd flat surfaces. Rousset et al. 28 formulated a theory of segregation using the equivalent-medium approximation and bond-strength modifications at surfaces. Unlike the present CBEV results, an oscillatory Pd-surface Pt-subsurface profile is predicted due to dominant Pd strengthening rather than that of Pt. However, the accuracy of such an approach seems to be questionable since it is based on the semiempirical TB-SMA method with uncorrected cohesive energies and the use of an empirical second-order polynomial for the coordination dependence of site energies. Likewise, questionable is the accuracy of effective-medium-theory ͑EMT͒ calculations of Pt-Pd spherically truncated clusters 29 and of TB-SMA based calculations of icosahedral and decahedral 55-atom Pt-Pd clusters. 30 Both studies are based on empirical parameters such as the experimental cohesive energies 31 and predict Pt subsurface segregation. On the other hand, the same work 29 reports DFT-local-density-approximation calculations of the ͑111͒ surface with Pd surface segregation and slight Pd subsurface segregation at high temperatures, in general agreement with DFT-generalized-gradient-approximation calculations of the Pd segregation energy in this system. 32 As far as experimental data are concerned the situation is even more ambiguous. First, obviously no current technique can furnish atomic-scale compositional structures of nanocluster surface and subsurface ͑e.g., Figs. 3-5͒. Reported extended x-ray-absorption fine-structure ͑EXAFS͒ measurements yielded some average coordination numbers for zeolite-supported Pt-Pd catalysts 29 with Pd enrichment at the surface. However, segregation in inner sites was not ruled out and the EXAFS experiments were carried out in a hydrogen atmosphere. In a photoemission study of Pt 50 Pd 50 ͑111͒, 33 the reported oscillatory Pd-surface Ptsubsurface profile seems to be questionable due to the apparently insufficient annealing time and inaccuracies involved in the spectral deconvolution procedure. Likewise, results of low-energy ion scattering spectroscopy ͑LEIS͒ measurements of Pt-Pd nanoclusters obtained by laser vaporization 34 are inconclusive due to the use of poor UHV, extensive ion sputtering and unclear equilibration conditions. In short, the experimental studies and many of the theoretical studies of Pd-Pt clusters suffer from several drawbacks that render their validity and accuracy quite uncertain. On the other hand, the main predictions of the present DFTbased study are supported by the successful Pt-Rh test case using the same approach. Moreover, the accuracy of the CBEV method is confirmed by reasonably low crossvalidation scores ͑ϳ2%͒ obtained for surface energies of each of the three elements. 7
V. CONCLUSIONS
This research involves two distinct goals. The first, reported in our previous publication and briefly addressed here, is the formulation of a physically transparent approach to metal surface energetics, incorporating CBEV extracted from DFT-based data. By the use of polynomial coordination functions, the CBEV method can provide transferability of energetic parameters in different surface geometries and cluster structures and is expected to be useful also in studies of surface defects ͑e.g., steps, kinks͒. The second goal is reported here and involves the exploration of specific effects due to bond-energy variations on segregation in Pt-Pd cluster sites by the combination of the highly efficient statisticalmechanical FCEM and energetics based on the CBEV. The CBEV/FCEM computations without additional adjustable parameters agree very well with previously reported experimental data concerning Pt-Rh͑111͒ oscillatory segregation and this seems to indicate its validity in the Pt-Pd case as well. Two distinct phenomena, dominant Pd subsurface segregation and segregation reversal to Pt at certain surface sites of the Pt-Pd nanoclusters, are due to surface-subsurface and intrasurface preferential bond-energy strengthening, respectively. While the former effect applies for both alloy bulk and alloy cluster subsurfaces, the typical structures of nanoclusters, with several low-coordinated surface sites adjacent to higher-coordinated sites, seems to be a necessary condition for the occurrence of bond-variation-induced segregation reversal ͑i.e., the reduced bond-breaking driving force at the higher-coordinated site can then be dominated by the twosite bond-energy variation effect͒.
The present version of the CBEV method is restricted by the use of a limited DFT database of surface energies. By including higher-order polynomials and more DFT-computed elemental-and alloy surface-energy data the method can be further improved. In particular, it is desirable to also take into account the following: ͑i͒ possible surface-induced variations in pair interactions beyond NN, ͑ii͒ surfaceinduced variations in the effective heteroatomic interactions, thus extending the applicability of the approach to alloys with relatively strong mixing or demixing tendencies, and ͑iii͒ possible multisite interactions. Finally, it should be noted that the importance of the reported results extends beyond the particular alloy system studied to the prospects of such distinct bond-energy-variation effects on segregation in general.
